List of Buildings of Local Architectural or Historic Interest
NORTH WEALD PARISH
1. MILESTONE

Epping Road

2. 42

High Road

3. BRICKFIELD
COTTAGES

High Road, Thornwood

4. THE CROSS
KEYS PUBLIC
HOUSE
5. THE
SHRUBBERY

High Rd, Thornwood
Common

6. 1 & 2 STONE
COTTAGES

High Road, Thornwood

7. MILESTONE

High Road

High Rd, Thornwood
Common

Late 18th century stone milestone with inscription 'London 19' to chamfered top, 'Epping 3' to LHS and 'Ongar 4'
to RHS. Most likely re-sited. Of historical and aesthetic interest.
Early 19th century rendered dwelling. 2 storeys under pitched roof. Mostly likely 2 rooms deep. End chimney
stacks and one to rear. Has been altered and included primarily for historic value as one of the few survivors of
vernacular architecture in the Parish.
Brickfield Cottages are adjacent to the site of the former Wintry Park Brick & Tile Works. Built in the mid 19th
century, this terrace of currently eight, but originally ten, houses have rendered brick walls and tiled roofs. Each
originally had one window on the ground and first floors of the façade with a door under the blank part of the
upper storey wall: the windows were probably originally sashes with small panes. To the rear of each house
there are brick built sheds and weather-boarded outbuildings both under tiled roofs. The outbuildings contained
ranges and coppers, still extant at the rear of no. 6. A separate shed at the rear of no. 2 still has the communal
bake house. Of significant historic and aesthetic merit.
Complex multi-phase building. Originally dates from c1700, formerly a blacksmith's shop; became an alehouse in
1732. The ability to understand the building's evolution from the existing fabric contributes to its significant
historic & aesthetic value. A number of unfortunate later alterations. Currently vacant and in poor condition.
Large red brick Victorian house, built 1889 in an Arts and Crafts influenced style. Informal architectural character
defined by asymmetry and pronounced gables. A good example of domestic architecture of the period. Of
aesthetic interest.
Pair of 2 storey 19th century cottages in flint stone with brick accents. Pitched roof which retains traditional
handmade plain clay tiles. A good example of vernacular architecture. Replacement uPVC windows throughout.
Of historic and aesthetic value.
Badly damaged late 18th century stone milestone with inscription 'Epping 2' to LHS and 'Ongar 5' to RHS. Has
been re-sited. Of historical and aesthetic interest.

8. NORTH WEALD
STATION

Station Road

9. WHITE FRIARS
(ROMALPA)

Vicarage Lane

Red brick station building, built c1868 by Eastern Counties railway in a distinctive railway Italiante style. Good
quality brickwork in the form of projecting brick quoins and yellow brick window heads. Of historic and aesthetic
value.
Large painted brick dwelling, 19th century. Symmetrical balanced garden elevation with central pediment. Hipped
roof retaining hand made plain clay tiles. Of historic and aesthetic value.

